
Finding inspiration for your LEGO®

creation in our online collections

Option 1

Go to www.nms.ac.uk/searchourcollections

Select ‘Only records with images’. Adding ‘Only 
items on display’ is a good idea too if it’s 
something you’ve seen in the museum.

Then type a simple word into the empty box, like 
car or elephant and click the pink magnifying 
glass button.

http://www.nms.ac.uk/searchourcollections


Option 1 - continued

You’ll get lots of results from across our 
collections. In this example there are cars, 
pictures of cars and even a car-shaped coffin!

You can click on ‘Change view’ in the top right-
hand corner to get more detail about each result 
as you scroll through them.

Move through the pages to see if there’s 
anything that looks fun to build or matches the 
LEGO® colours you have at home.



Here are some cars you 
could build! 



Option 2

If you know exactly what you want to find and 
what it is called, this might work for you. 

Go to www.nms.ac.uk/searchourcollections and 
select ‘Only records with images’.

Then write the object name in, like ‘maiden’, and 
click the pink magnifying glass button. 

You could try ‘Dolly’, ‘chess piece’, or maybe 
‘Spitfire’ or ‘Wylam Dilly’?

http://www.nms.ac.uk/searchourcollections


Option 3

If you want to find an object that’s on display at 
the National Museum of Scotland and you 
know which gallery it’s in, you can find it this 
way (this doesn’t work for the Scotland 
galleries though).

Go to www.nms.ac.uk/national-museum-of-
scotland/things-to-see-and-do/explore-the-
galleries/ and scroll down until you find the 
section of the museum your object is in.

Select that section and scroll down to the 
bottom of the page.

http://www.nms.ac.uk/national-museum-of-scotland/things-to-see-and-do/explore-the-galleries/


Option 3 - continued

There’s a list of the galleries in a grey box at the bottom of the page –
Animal World is the largest gallery in the Natural World section, so if you 
choose that, it will bring up photographs of all the animals on display 
there. Then you can choose one and try to recreate it, like this elephant!



Option 4

If you want to find an aeroplane from the National 
Museum of Flight, you can find a lot of them on 
this page www.nms.ac.uk/national-museum-of-
flight/things-to-see-and-do/explore-the-hangars/
(handy hint – use the word ‘aircraft’ if you’re using the 
collections search).

You could choose the yellow air 
ambulance, or the Red Arrow Hawk?

http://www.nms.ac.uk/national-museum-of-flight/things-to-see-and-do/explore-the-hangars/

